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PROPAGATION OF MASSIVE SCALAR FIELDS IN PRE-BIG BANG
COSMOLOGIES
ALAIN BACHELOT
Abstract. We investigate the linear and semilinear massive Klein-Gordon equations in geometrical
frameworks of type “Conformal Cyclic Cosmology” of R. Penrose, or “Singular Bouncing Scenario”
as well. We give sufficient conditions on the decay of the mass to the fields be able to propagate
across the Big-Bang.
I. Introduction
In this work we investigate the propagation of a massive scalar field in simple models of the
pre-big bang cosmology, in particular for the Conformal Cyclic Cosmology (CCC). In this scenario
developped by R. Penrose [26], [27] (see also [8], [20], [21], [23], [37]), we consider a n ` 1 dimen-
sional C2, time oriented, Lorentzian manifold pM, gq. We assume that this spacetime is globally
hyperbolic. Given a Cauchy hypersurface Σ we splitM as
(I.1) M “ MˆY ΣY Mˇ, Mˆ :“ I´pΣq, Mˇ :“ I`pΣq,
where I´pΣq (resp. I`pΣq) is the chronological past (resp. chronological future) of Σ. The past
(resp. future) set Mˆ (resp. Mˇ) is an open subset called Previous Aeon (resp. Present Aeon). The
metric g is just a mathematical tool, called bridging metric, and the physical metrics gˆ and gˇ on
the Aeons are solutions of the Einstein equations that are conformally equivalent to g,
(I.2) gˆ “ Ωˆ2g, gˇ “ Ωˇ2g,
where Ω¯ is a non-vanishing C2 function on M¯ (throughout the paper, the bar stands for the hat or
the check). In the CCC we assume that Ωˇ can be continuously extended by zero to Σ. Therefore
the Present Aeon is an universe beginning by a Big Bang, and Σ is called the Bang Surface. In
contrast we assume that Ωˆ tends to the infinity at Σ that is the Future Infinity of the Previous
Aeon. In this paper we consider the simple but important case, of the static metric g, therefore the
Aeons are generalized FLRW spacetimes. Our results can also be applied to the Singular Bouncing
Scenario (see e.g [3], [6], [17]) for which Ωˆ and Ωˇ tend to zero at Σ, and even for the opposite case
of an expansion-contraction transition, where Σ is the Future Infinity of Mˆ and the Past Infinity
of Mˇ if Ωˆ and Ωˇ tend to infinity at Σ (at our knowledge this extreme case had not been considered
yet). We address the fundamental issue : to find sufficient conditions on the decay of the mass near
Σ so that a massive scalar field in Mˆ can be extended in Mˇ despite the severe singularity on Σ
that leads to the blow-up or the vanishing of the fields on it. The idea is following: we renormalize
the fields u¯ by using the Liouville transforms associated to the conformal factors
(I.3) ϕ¯ :“ Ω¯
n´1
2 u¯,
then we investigate the wave equation satisfied by the renormalized fields ϕ¯. We impose some
constraints on the mass that allow to obtain the existence of trace of ϕ¯ and a suitable time-
derivative, on the bang surface Σ. We conclude that the asymptotic behaviour of uˆ at Σ in the
Previous Aeon, leads to a Cauchy data that determines uˇ in the Present Aeon.
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A free massive scalar field obeys the Klein-Gordon equation satisfied in the interior 8¯M of each
Aeon M¯,
(I.4)
“
lg¯ ` ξ¯Rg¯ ` m¯
2
‰
u¯ “ f¯ in 8¯M.
Here lh and Rh are respectively the D’Alembert operator and the Ricci scalar associated to a
metric h,
(I.5) lhu :“
1a
|detphq|
Bµ
´
hµν
a
|detphq|Bνu
¯
,
ξ¯ is a constant describing the coupling with the geometry, the mass m¯ is a non negative function
defined on M¯ and the source term f¯ is given. The fundamental issue concerns the propagation of
the field from the Previous Aeon to the Present Aeon across the Bang Surface. The true problem is
fully non linear and we should deal with the coupled Einstein-Scalar Field system. A very important
result in this domain is due to H. Friedrich [13] who investigated the 1+3 dimensional case with a
cosmological constant Λ ą 0 and
(I.6) ξˆ “ 0, mˆ2 “
2
3
Λ.
Our aim is more modest : we study the linear or semilinear Klein-Gordon equation in a fixed
geometrical framework of the CCC or the Bouncing Scenario (semi-classical approximation for the
weak fields). In this context, there is a trivial situation, called the conformal invariant massless
case, defined by
(I.7) ξ¯ “
n´ 1
4n
, m¯ “ 0.
Using the Liouville transform (I.3) we can easily check that u¯ is a solution of (I.4) iff ϕ¯ is solution
of the Klein-Gordon equation with the variable effective mass | m¯Ω¯ |, associated to the bridging
metric g,
(I.8)
„
lg ` ξ¯Rg ` nΩ¯
´1
ˆ
ξ¯ ´
n´ 1
4n
˙`
2Ω¯;µν ` pn´ 3qΩ¯
´1Ω¯;µΩ¯;ν
˘
gµν ` m¯2Ω¯2

ϕ¯ “ Ω¯
n`3
2 f¯ .
Hence for the conformal invariant massless case (I.7) with f¯ “ 0, the propagation of the field is
just described by the wave equation
(I.9)
„
lg `
n´ 1
4n
Rg

ϕ¯ “ 0,
and since pM, gq is globally hyperbolic, the global Cauchy problem is well posed for this equation
by the Leray theorem : given a Cauchy hypersurface, any initial data on it determines a unique
solution defined on the whole manifold. In this sense, the conformal invariant massless case without
source term is trivial: the field freely propagates from the Previous Aeon to the Present Aeon.
The situation drastically changes if ξ¯ ‰ pn´1q{4n or m¯ ‰ 0 since Ω¯´1 (resp Ω¯) blows up on Σ for
a Big Bang (resp. an expanding universe1) and the Klein-Gordon equation (I.8) is highly singular.
As a consequence ϕ¯ can diverge at Σ and the possibility of a propagation from the Previous Aeon
to the Present Aeon seems to be doubtful in general. For instance if ξˆ “ 0, mˆ is a strictly positive
constant and gˆ “ τ´2
`
dτ2 ´ gijdx
idxj
˘
is De-Sitter like, the results established by A. Vasy in [38]
show that ϕˆpτ, .q „ τ
1
2
´
b
n2
4
`mˆ2ψpτ, .q near Σ “ tτ “ 0u with ψ P C0pMˆ Y Σq (see also [2] for
1However when gˆ is a solution of the Vacuum Einstein Equations Rµµ´
1
2
Rgµµ`Λgµµ “ 0, we have Rgˆ “ 2
n`1
n´1
Λ,
and the case pξ “ 0,m2 “ n`1
2n
Λq is equivalent to the conformal invariant massless case. In particular Friedrich in
[13] studied a non-linear version of (I.9) as well as the coupling to the background, which in the present article is
prescribed.
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ξˆ “ mˆ “ 0). In this paper we follow the ideas of Penrose and we assume that ξ¯ “ pn ´ 1q{4n and
the mass of the field is a function that enjoys sufficient integrability with respect to time near Σ.
Therefore we investigate the Klein-Gordon equations
(I.10)
„
lg `
n´ 1
4n
Rg ` m¯
2Ω¯2

ϕ¯ “ Ω¯
n`3
2 f¯ in 8¯M,
and we look for sufficient conditions on m¯ to that ϕˆ determines ϕˇ despite the singularity on Σ. An
obvious way could consist in introducing
(I.11) m˜ “ mˆ, Ω˜ “ Ωˆ, f˜ “ fˆ on Mˆ, m˜ “ mˇ, Ω˜ “ Ωˇ, f˜ “ fˇ on Mˇ,
and solving on the whole manifoldM the equation
(I.12)
„
lg `
n´ 1
4n
Rg ` m˜
2Ω˜2

ϕ˜ “ Ω˜
n`3
2 f˜ in 8M.
Then ϕˇ could be defined by ϕ˜ on Mˇ if ϕ˜ “ ϕˆ on Mˆ. This elementary approach could work if
the equation (I.12) makes sense. In particular m˜2Ω˜2ϕ˜ has to be well defined as a distribution in
M. Unfortunately mˆ2Ωˆ2 is not in L1locpMˆ Y Σq in general, unless we add unreasonably strong
conditions on the decay of the mass. In fact (I.12) holds for the Singular Bouncing Scenario for
which m˜2Ω˜2 P L1locpMq (see Theorem III.2 and Theorem V.2), but this very simple method fails
for the CCC for which m˜2Ω˜2 R L1locpMq and equation (I.12) does not make sense. To overcome this
difficulty and to obtain the main results of this paper (Theorem IV.4 and Theorem V.3), we adapt
a method used in [1] and [9] based on the solving of the Riccati equation
A¯1 ´ A¯2 “ m¯2Ω¯2
that allows to transform equation (I.10) into an new equation in which all the coefficients are inte-
grable functions (see (IV.44) and V.24)). From a mathematical point of view, this work deals with
a linear scalar wave equation with a time-dependent mass, or in a time-dependent background, a
topic for which a lot of papers have been devoted, see e.g. [10] and the references therein, and
in the framework of General Relativity [1], [2], [31], [32], [38]. We also investigate the semi-linear
Klein-Gordon equation for n “ 3. This important model has been investigated in the case of the
smooth Lorentzian manifolds and fixed mass, in particular in [7], [11], [15], [16], [18], [22], [24], [25];
here we consider the semi-linear equation (I.10) with f¯ “ ´κ | u¯ |2 u¯, and the strongly singular
effective mass m¯Ω¯, and we prove that, like for the linear case, the fields propagate across the Bang
Surface.
We end this introduction by some remarks from the perspective of Physics. The fundamental
issue is the stability of the Einstein-scalar field system for a cosmological scenario with a pre-Big
Bang era: could a disturbance in the Past Aeon dramatically affect the Present Aeon? Unfortu-
nately we are an extremely long way from achieving this ultimate goal. First of all, no clear physical
theory describing a physically meaningful transition from the Past Aeon to the Present Aeon, ex-
ists yet. Among several interesting tentatives, we can cite, besides the CCC, the String Cosmology
of Gasperini and Veneziano [17] (for a large overview, see [6]), and the extensions of the FLRW
models to negative times for which the Bang surface is light-like [19]. Secondly, investigating the
Einstein equations, we face considerable mathematical difficulties. There are important results of
stability for the standard cosmology with a single Aeon beginning with a Big-Bang (in this context
we have to mention [29], [30], [33] and [34]). The CCC is a much more problematic scenario, but
the deep results of Friedrich [13], [14] are very promising. Here, we ignore the Einstein equations,
and our work falls within the framework of the field theory since we investigate the propagation
of the scalar fields in a fixed geometrical setting. The semilinear Klein-Gordon equation with a
dispersive non-linearity that we consider, is a kind of master equation for several particles : Higgs
boson, Inflaton of the inflationay epoch, Brans-Dicke scalar field, and in the CCC, Erebon that is a
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dark-matter particle introduced by Penrose, solution of a Yamabe equation. We let open the much
more difficult case of the quasilinear equations lg¯u¯ “ Qpx, u¯,∇u¯,∇
2u¯q that could be a preliminary
step toward the Einstein equations.
II. Geometrical and Functional frameworks
We consider a n-dimensional C8 Riemannian manifold pK, γq, n ě 1, and τ´, τ`, ´8 ă τ´ ă
0 ă τ` ă 8. The Lorentzian manifold M and the bridging metric g are given by:
(II.1) M “ rτ´, τ`sτ ˆKx, gµνdx
µdxν “ dτ2 ´ γijdx
idxj ,
and we take
(II.2) Σ :“ tτ “ 0u ˆK, Mˆ :“ rτ´, 0q ˆK, Mˇ :“ p0, τ`s ˆK.
Given two non-vanishing functions Ωˆ P C2pMˆq, Ωˇ P C2pMˇq we endowe M¯ with the metrics defined
by (I.2). Some of our results are obtained without additional assumptions on Ω¯. Nevertheless the
cases of physical interest are (1) the Singular Bouncing Scenario with
(II.3) @x P K, Ωˆpτ, xq ÝÝÝÝÑ
τÑ0´
0, Ωˇpτ, xq ÝÝÝÝÑ
τÑ0`
0,
(τ “ 0 is a Big Crunch for Mˆ and a Big Bang for Mˇ), and (2) the CCC of Penrose for which
(II.4) @x P K,
ż 0
τ´
| Ωˆpτ, xq | dτ “ 8, Ωˇpτ, xq ÝÝÝÝÑ
τÑ0`
0,
(τ “ 0 is the Future Infinity for Mˆ and a Big Bang for Mˇ). We could also consider more extreme
cases such as an infinite expansion-contraction with
(II.5) @x P K,
ż 0
τ´
| Ωˆpτ, xq | dτ “
ż τ`
0
| Ωˇpτ, xq | dτ “ 8,
for which τ “ 0 is the Future Infinity for Mˆ and the Past Infinity for Mˇ, or a Previous Aeon ending
with a Big Rip at τ “ 0,
(II.6) @x P K,
ż 0
τ´
| Ωˆpτ, xq | dτ ă 8, Ωˆpτ, xq ÝÝÝÝÑ
τÑ0´
8.
We shall be able to apply our results to a very important example of CCC that is associated to
generalized FLRW universes:
Example II.1. Given tˆ´ P R, we introduce
(II.7) Mˆ :“ rtˆ´,8qtˆ ˆKx,
(II.8) gˆµνdx
µdxν “ dtˆ2 ´ aˆptˆq2γijdx
idxj .
Here the scale factor aˆ is a strictly positive function in C2prtˆ´,8qq. We assume that the expansion
is sufficiently accelerating to that
(II.9) aˆ´1 P L1ptˆ´,8q.
Now we introduce the conformal time τ that is defined as
(II.10) τptˆq :“ ´
ż 8
tˆ
1
aˆpsq
ds
and in the pτ, xq coordinates, the Previous Aeon is described as
(II.11) Mˆ “ rτ´, 0qτ ˆKx, τ´ :“ ´
ż 8
tˆ´
1
aˆpsq
ds P p´8, 0q,
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(II.12) gˆµνdx
µdxν “ Ωˆ2pτq
“
dτ2 ´ γijdx
idxj
‰
, Ωˆpτq :“ ˘aˆptˆq.
An important particular case is the De-Sitter like metric for which
(II.13) aˆptˆq „ CˆeHˆtˆ, tˆÑ8, Cˆ, Hˆ ą 0.
We easily check that
(II.14) Ωˆpτq „ ¯
1
Hˆτ
, τ Ñ 0´.
In a similar way, given tˇ` P p0,8q we introduce
(II.15) Mˇ :“ p0, tˇ`stˇ ˆKx,
(II.16) gˇµνdx
µdxν “ dtˇ2 ´ aˇptˇq2γijdx
idxj .
Now the scale factor aˇ is a strictly positive function in C2pp0, tˇ`sq that tends to zero as tˇ Ñ 0
sufficiently slowly to that
(II.17) aˇ´1 P L1p0, tˇ`q.
The conformal time τ is defined as
(II.18) τptˇq :“
ż tˇ
0
1
aˇpsq
ds
and in the pτ, xq coordinates, the Present Aeon is described as
(II.19) Mˇ “ p0, τ`sτ ˆKx, τ` :“
ż tˇ`
0
1
aˇpsq
ds P p0,8q,
(II.20) gˇµνdx
µdxν “ Ωˇ2pτq
“
dτ2 ´ γijdx
idxj
‰
, Ωˇpτq :“ aˇptˇq.
An interesting case is the C0 Big Bang studied in [1] for which
(II.21) aˇptˇq „ Cˇtˇηˇ, tˇÑ 0`, 0 ă Cˇ, ηˇ P p0, 1q.
Then we have
(II.22) Ωˇpτq „ Cˇ
1
1´ηˇ p1´ ηˇq
ηˇ
1´ηˇ τ
ηˇ
1´ηˇ , τ Ñ 0`.
In particular, ηˇ “ 2{3, n “ 3, K “ T3 is the famous FLRW solution of which the stability is
investigated in [33], [34]. We remark that in the cases (II.13), (II.21), with τ´ “ ´τ`, the map
τ ÞÑ ´τ relates Mˆ and Mˇ. Then the Penrose’s “reciprocal proposal” [26]
(II.23) Ωˆp´τqΩˇpτq “ ´1, τ P p0, τ`q,
can be satisfied when
(II.24) Ωˆpτq “ ´aˆptˆq, ηˇ “
1
2
, Cˇ “
a
2Hˆ.
As regards the manifold pK, γq we assume it is complete and the scalar curvature Rγ is bounded
(II.25) Rγ P L
8pKq.
Here we denote LppKq the Lp-Lebesgue space on K endowed with the volume measure associated
to the metric γ. It is well known the the Laplace-Beltrami operator
∆K :“
1a
|detpγq|
Bi
´
γij
a
|det γq|Bju
¯
,
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is essentially selfadjoint on C80 pKq. Hence we can introduce the Sobolev spaces H
spKq, s P R,
defined as the closure of C80 pKq for the norm
(II.26) }f}HspKq :“
›››p´∆K ` 1q s2 f›››
L2pKq
.
To investigate the semi-linear Klein-Gordon equation, we need the Sobolev embedding, therefore
we have to strengthen the assumptions on the metric. Thus to study the self-interacting fields,
we shall assume that pK, γq is a C8 bounded geometry manifold, i.e. the following conditions
are satisfied: (1) the injectivity radius is strictly positive, (2) every covariant derivative of the
Riemannian curvature tensor is bounded, or in an equivalent way,
(II.27) @α P Nn, Dαγij P L
8pKq, γij P L8pKq,
whereD represents coordinate derivatives in any normal coordinate system. With these hypotheses,
if n “ 3 we have the continuous embedding
(II.28) H1pKq Ă L6pKq.
III. Free Scalar Fields in the Aeons
We investigate the propagation of a scalar field in the Aeon M¯, that obeys the Klein-Gordon
equation with a variable mass m¯ that is a measurable function on M¯:
(III.1)
„
lg¯ `
n´ 1
4n
Rg¯ ` m¯
2

u¯ “ f¯ in 8¯M.
By the Liouville transform (I.3), this equation is equivalent to the equation (I.10) in 8¯I ˆK where
(III.2) Iˆ :“ rτ´, 0q, Iˇ :“ p0, τ`s,
8ˆ
I :“ pτ´, 0q,
8ˇ
I :“ p0, τ`q.
Since pM, gq satisfies (II.1), this equation has the very simple form
(III.3)
„
B2τ ´∆K `
n´ 1
4n
Rγ ` m¯
2Ω¯2

ϕ¯ “ Ω¯
n`3
2 f¯ , pτ, xq P 8¯I ˆK.
We suppose that the mass and the conformal factor satisfy
(III.4) m¯2Ω¯2 P L1loc
`
I¯;L8pKq
˘
.
The global Cauchy problem is easily solved:
Proposition III.1. We assume that (II.25) and (III.4) hold. Then given τ0 P I¯, s P r0, 1s,
ϕ¯0 P H
spKq, ϕ¯1 P H
s´1pKq, f¯ P L1loc
`
I¯;Hs´1pKq
˘
, the equation (III.3) has a unique solution ϕ¯
satisfying
(III.5) ϕ¯ P L8loc
`
I¯;HspKq
˘
, Bτ ϕ¯ P L
8
loc
`
I¯;Hs´1pKq
˘
,
(III.6) ϕ¯pτ0q “ ϕ¯0, Bτ ϕ¯pτ0q “ ϕ¯1.
Moreover we have
(III.7) ϕ¯ P C0
`
I¯;HspKq
˘
XC1
`
I¯;Hs´1pKq
˘
and there exists C ą 0 such that any solution satisfies
}ϕ¯pτq}HspKq ` }Bτ ϕ¯pτq}Hs´1pKq ď C
ˆ
}ϕ¯0}HspKq ` }ϕ¯1}Hs´1pKq `
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
›››Ω¯n`32 pσqf¯pσq›››
Hs´1pKq
dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
˙
ˆ exp
ˆˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
››m¯pσqΩ¯pσq››2
L8pKq
dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
˙
.
(III.8)
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If we assume that
(III.9) m¯2Ω¯2 P L1
`
I¯;L8pKq
˘
,
(III.10) Ω¯
n`3
2 f¯ P L1
`
I¯;Hs´1pKq
˘
,
then the following limits exist:
(III.11) ψ¯0 :“ lim
τÑ0
ϕ¯pτq in HspKq,
(III.12) ψ¯1 :“ lim
τÑ0
Bτ ϕ¯pτq in H
s´1pKq.
Furthermore, (III.9) and (III.10) assure that given ψ¯0 P H
spKq, ψ¯1 P H
s´1pKq, there exists a
unique solution ϕ¯ of (III.3) satisfying (III.7), (III.11), (III.12) and the map pϕ¯0, ϕ¯1q ÞÑ pψ¯0, ψ¯1q is
a homeomorphism on HspKq ˆHs´1pKq.
The initial conditions (III.6) make sense thanks to the Strauss theorem [35]: (III.5) implies that
ϕ¯ is a weakly continuous function with values in HspKq and since m¯2Ω¯2ϕ¯ P L1locpI¯ ;L
2pKqq, the
equation (III.3) assures that B2τ ϕ¯ P L
1
locpI¯ ;H
s´2pKqq and then Bτ ϕ¯ is a weakly continuous function
with values in Hs´1pKq.
Proof. Due to the weak regularity of the coefficients, this proposition is not a straight consequence
of the classic results on the hyperbolic Cauchy problem, but we can establish the existence of the
solution using a standard method. We introduce the operator
(III.13) A :“
ˆ
0 1
´∆K ` 1 0
˙
, DompAq “ HspKq ˆHs´1pKq,
that is selfadjoint in Hs´1pKq ˆHs´2pKq and we solve the integral equationˆ
ϕ¯pτq
ψ¯pτq
˙
“ F
ˆ
ϕ¯
ψ¯
˙
pτq :“eipτ´τ0qA
ˆ
ϕ¯0
ϕ¯1
˙
`
ż τ
τ0
eipτ´σqA
ˆ
0
Ω¯
n`3
2 pσqf¯pσq
˙
dσ
`
ż τ
τ0
eipτ´σqA
ˆ
0“
1´ n´1
4n
Rγ ´ m¯
2pσqΩ¯2pσq
‰
ϕ¯pσq
˙
dσ.
(III.14)
Since s P r0, 1s, we have for any Φ,Ψ P Xh :“ C
0
`
rτ0 ´ h, τ0 ` hs;H
spKq ˆHs´1pKq
˘
and h ą 0,
}FpΦq ´ FpΨq}Xh ď
„
p1` }Rγ}L8qh`
ż τ0`h
τ0´h
}m¯pσqΩ¯pσq}L8dσ

}Φ´Ψ}Xh .
Therefore F is a contraction on Xh for h small enough, and its unique fixed point Φ¯ :“ pϕ¯, ψ¯q is a
local solution of (III.14). Moreover we have››››
ˆ
ϕ¯pτq
ψ¯pτq
˙››››
HsˆHs´1
ď
››››
ˆ
ϕ¯0
ϕ¯1
˙››››
HsˆHs´1
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
›››Ω¯n`32 pσqf¯pσq›››
Hs´1
dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
`
1` }Rγ}L8 ` }m¯
2pσqΩ¯2pσq}L8
˘
}ϕ¯pσq}Hsdσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ .
Therefore the Gronwall Lemma implies that››››
ˆ
ϕ¯pτq
ψ¯pτq
˙››››
HsˆHs´1
ďC
ˆ››››
ˆ
ϕ¯0
ϕ¯1
˙››››
HsˆHs´1
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
›››Ω¯n`32 pσqf¯pσq›››
Hs´1
dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
˙
ˆ exp
ˆˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
}m¯2pσqΩ¯2pσq}L8dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
˙
,
(III.15)
and the principle of the unique continuation assures that the local solution Φ¯ can be extended to
a global solution Φ¯ P C0
`
I¯;HspKq ˆHs´1pKq
˘
of the integral equation (III.14) that obviously
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satisfies also (III.15) on I¯. We warn that in general Φ¯ R C1
`
rτ0 ´ h, τ0 ` hs;H
s´1 ˆHs´2
˘
since
we do not assume m¯ to be continuous. Nevertheless ψ¯ “ Bτ ϕ¯ and ϕ¯ is a global solution of (III.3)
satisfying (III.6), (III.7) and (III.8).
To establish the uniqueness, we recall (see e.g. [35]) that any ϕ P L8locpI¯ ;H
1pKqq with Bτϕ P
L8locpI¯;L
2pKqq solution in the sense of the distributions of pB2τ ´ ∆K ` 1qϕ “ F P L
1
locpI¯;L
2pKqq
satisfies
(III.16) }ϕpτq}2H1 ` }Bτϕpτq}
2
L2 “ }ϕpτ0q}
2
H1 ` }Bτϕpτ0q}
2
L2 ` 2ℜ
ż τ
τ0
ż
K
F pσ, xqBτϕpσ, xqdxdσ,
hence,
}ϕpτq}2H1 ` }Bτϕpτq}
2
L2 ď }ϕpτ0q}
2
H1 ` }Bτϕpτ0q}
2
L2 ` 2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
}F pσq}L2}Bτϕpσq}L2dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ .
We can apply this inequality to p´∆K`1q
´ 1´s
2 ϕwhere ϕ P L8locpI¯;H
spKqq with Bτϕ P L
8
locpI¯ ;H
s´1pKqq
is a solution in the sense of the distributions of pB2τ ´∆K ` 1qϕ “ F P L
1
locpI¯ ;H
s´1pKqq to obtain
}ϕpτq}2Hs ` }Bτϕpτq}
2
Hs´1 ď }ϕpτ0q}
2
Hs ` }Bτϕpτ0q}
2
Hs´1 ` 2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
}F pσq}Hs´1}Bτϕpσq}Hs´1dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ .
Taking F “
`
1´ n´1
4n
Rγ ´ m¯
2Ω¯2
˘
ϕ¯ where ϕ¯ is a solution of (III.3) with f¯ “ 0, this inequality
implies
}ϕ¯pτq}2Hs ` }Bτ ϕ¯pτq}
2
Hs´1 ď}ϕ¯pτ0q}
2
Hs ` }Bτ ϕ¯pτ0q}
2
Hs´1
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
`
1` }Rγ}L8 ` }m¯
2pσqΩ¯2pσq}L8
˘ `
}ϕ¯pσq}2Hs ` }Bτ ϕ¯pσq}
2
Hs´1
˘
dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
hence the uniqueness follows from the Gronwall lemma.
Now (III.8), (III.9) and (III.10) imply that ϕ¯ P L8pI¯;HspKqq, then we have by (III.14)
lim
τÑ0
ˆ
ϕ¯pτq
Bτ φ¯pτq
˙
“e´iτ0A
ˆ
ϕ¯0
ϕ¯1
˙
`
ż 0
τ0
e´iσA
ˆ
0
Ω¯
n`3
2 pσqf¯pσq
˙
dσ
`
ż 0
τ0
e´iσA
ˆ
0“
1´ n´1
4n
Rγ ´ m¯
2pσqΩ¯2pσq
‰
ϕ¯pσq
˙
dσ.
(III.17)
Furthermore, assumptions (III.9) and (III.10) allow to solve the initial value problem with data
given at τ “ 0. Thanks to the integrability of }m¯Ω¯}2L8 , we can mimick the previous proof and
solve the integral equation (III.14) with τ0 “ 0. We conclude that for any τ1, τ2 P I¯ Y t0u, the map
pϕ¯pτ1q, Bτ ϕ¯pτ1qq ÞÑ pϕ¯pτ2q, Bτ ϕ¯pτ2qq is a homeomorphism on H
spKq ˆHs´1pKq.
Q.E.D.
We immediately deduce the following:
Theorem III.2. We assume (II.25) and
(III.18)
ż τ`
τ´
ˆ›››Ω˜n`32 pτqf˜pτq›››
Hs´1pKq
` }m˜pτqΩ˜pτq}2L8pKq
˙
dτ ă 8,
where m˜, Ω˜ and f˜ are defined by (I.11). Then given u0 P H
spKq, u1 P H
s´1pKq, s P r0, 1s, there
exist unique solutions u¯ P C0
`
I¯;HspKq
˘
X C1
`
I¯;Hs´1pKq
˘
of (III.1) satisfying
(III.19) uˆpτ´q “ u0, Bτ uˆpτ´q “ u1,
(III.20) lim
τÑ0`
Ωˇpτq
n´1
2 uˇpτq “ lim
τÑ0´
Ωˆ
n´1
2 pτquˆpτq in HspKq,
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(III.21) lim
τÑ0`
Bτ
”
Ωˇ
n´1
2 uˇ
ı
pτq “ lim
τÑ0´
Bτ
”
Ωˆ
n´1
2 uˆ
ı
pτq in Hs´1pKq.
The function u˜ defined by
(III.22) τ P rτ´, 0q ñ u˜pτq “ uˆpτq, τ P p0, τ`s ñ u˜pτq “ uˇpτq,
satisfies
(III.23) Ω˜
n´1
2 u˜ P C0 prτ´, τ`s;H
spKqq X C1
`
rτ´, τ`s;H
s´1pKq
˘
,
(III.24)
„
B2τ ´∆K `
n´ 1
4n
Rγ ` m˜
2Ω˜2
´
Ω˜
n´1
2 u˜
¯
“ Ω˜
n`3
2 f˜ , pτ, xq P pτ´, τ`q ˆK,
The linear map puˆpτ´q, Bτ uˆpτ´qq ÞÑ puˇpτ`q, Bτ uˇpτ`qq is a homeomorphism on H
spKq ˆHs´1pKq.
Proof. We introduce the linear maps
(III.25) Lˆpτq “
˜
Ωˆ
n´1
2 pτq 0
Bτ
”
Ωˆ
n´1
2
ı
pτq Ωˆ
n´1
2 pτq
¸
, Lˇpτq “
˜
Ωˇ
n´1
2 pτq 0
Bτ
”
Ωˇ
n´1
2
ı
pτq Ωˇ
n´1
2 pτq
¸
that are isomorphisms on HspKqˆHs´1pKq. We apply the previous proposition. First we solve the
Cauchy problem (III.3), (III.6) on Iˆ with pϕˆ0, ϕˆ1q “ Lˆpτ´qpu0, u1q and we put uˆpτq “ Ωˆ
1´n
2 pτqϕˆpτq.
Then we consider the solution ϕˇ of (III.3) on Iˇ satisfying ϕˇp0q “ ψˆ0, Bτ ϕˇp0q “ ψˆ1, and we put uˇpτq “
Ωˇ
1´n
2 pτqϕˇpτq. Then u˜ satisfies (III.19), (III.20), (III.21), and these transmission conditions imply
that u˜ is solution of (III.23) and (III.24). Finally the maps puˆ0, uˆ1q ÞÑ Lˆpτ´qpuˆ0, uˆ1q “ pϕˆ0, ϕˆ1q ÞÑ
pψˆ0, ψˆ1q “ pψˇ0, ψˇ1q ÞÑ pϕˇpτ`q, Bτ ϕˇpτ`qq ÞÑ
”
Lˇpτ`q
ı´1
pϕˇpτ`q, Bτ ϕˇpτ`qq “ puˇpτ`q, Bτ uˇpτ`qq are
homeomorphisms on HspKq ˆHs´1pKq.
Q.E.D.
This result allows to treat the situation of the Singular Bouncing Scenario since the assumption
(III.18) is very weak in this case: if the source f˜ “ 0, it is sufficient that the mass is bounded
and the convergences (II.3) are uniform. Then we have a natural propagation from the Previous
Aeon to the Present Aeon despite the blow-up of the fields uˆ and uˇ at the Bang Surface, since the
normalized field ϕ˜ is a solution, continuous in time, of the equation (I.12). In contrast (III.18) is
a very strong constraint for the expanding Aeons: for instance for the De Sitter like metric (II.13)
the mass has to decay exponentially so that
(III.26)
ż 0
τ´
mˆ2pτq
dτ
τ2
„
ż 8
tˆ´
mˆ2ptˆqeHˆtˆdtˆ ă 8.
In the next section we relax this assumption to be able to treat the CCC scenario with a much less
drastic constraint on the decay of the mass.
IV. Asymptotics at the Bang Surface for a Slow Mass Decay
In this part, we assume that the mass and the conformal factor depend only on the time coor-
dinate:
(IV.1) m¯ P C0
`
I¯
˘
, Ω¯ P C2pI¯q.
In this framework the hypothesis (III.18) was
(IV.2)
ż
I¯
m¯2pτqΩ¯2pτqdτ ă 8,
and we now investigate the asymptotic behaviour of ϕ¯, Bτ ϕ¯ under the weaker assumption
(IV.3)
ż
I¯
m¯2pτqΩ¯2pτq | τ | dτ ă 8.
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In particular for the De Sitter like metric (II.13) this constraint is
(IV.4)
ż 0
τ´
mˆ2pτq
dτ
| τ |
„
ż 8
tˆ´
mˆ2ptˆqdtˆ ă 8
that is much more weaker than (III.26). Our strategy is based on relating m¯2Ω¯2 that, a priori,
does not belong to L1, to an auxiliary fonction A¯ that belongs to L1. These functions are linked
by the Riccati equation
(IV.5) A¯1 ´ A¯2 “ m¯2Ω¯2.
This method has been initiated in [9] and used in [1]. The main motivation of this approach is
the following fundamental result that treats the hard case of the blowing-up Bτ ϕ¯ and describes its
asymptotic behaviour as τ Ñ 0. To study the wave equation near τ “ 0, we introduce for h ą 0
small enough, the interval
(IV.6) I¯h :“ I¯ X r´h, hs.
Lemma IV.1. Assume there exist h ą 0 and A¯ P C1XL1pI¯hq satisfying (IV.5) on I¯h. Then there
exists C ą 0 such that for the solution ϕ¯ P C0
`
I¯;HspKq
˘
XC1
`
I¯;Hs´1pKq
˘
of (III.3), (III.6) with
s P r0, 1s and f¯ satisfying (III.10), we have for any τ P I¯h
}ϕ¯pτq}HspKq ` }Bτ ϕ¯pτq`A¯pτqϕ¯pτq}Hs´1pKq ď
C
ˆ
}ϕ¯0}HspKq ` }ϕ¯1}Hs´1pKq `
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
Ω¯
n`3
2 pσq}f¯pσq}Hs´1pKqdσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
˙
,
(IV.7)
and the following limits exist:
(IV.8) ψ¯0 :“ lim
τÑ0
ϕ¯pτq in HspKq,
(IV.9) ψ¯1 :“ lim
τÑ0
`
Bτ ϕ¯pτq ` A¯pτqϕ¯pτq
˘
in Hs´1pKq.
Moreover the map WA¯ : pϕ¯0, ϕ¯1q ÞÑ pψ¯0, ψ¯1q is a homeomorphism on H
spKq ˆHs´1pKq.
We emphasize that A¯pτq is allowed to blow-up as τ Ñ 0.
Proof. Given τ¯h P I¯h, we put
(IV.10) ψ¯pτ¯h; τq :“ ϕ¯pτq exp
ˆż τ
τ¯h
A¯pσqdσ
˙
.
Then ψ¯pτ¯h; .q belongs to C
0
`
I¯h;H
spKq
˘
XC1
`
I¯h;H
s´1pKq
˘
and is solution of
(IV.11)
ˆ
B2τ ´∆K `
n´ 1
4n
Rγ ´ 2A¯Bτ
˙
ψ¯ “ F¯ , F¯ :“ Ω¯
n`3
2 f¯e
şτ
τ¯h
A¯pσqdσ
,
(IV.12) ψ¯pτ¯h; τ¯hq “ ϕ¯pτ¯hq, Bτ ψ¯pτ¯h; τ¯hq “ Bτ ϕ¯pτ¯hq ` A¯pτ¯hqϕ¯pτ¯hq.
Following the proof of the Proposition III.1 , ψ¯pτ¯h; .q is the solution to the integral equationˆ
ψ¯pτq
Bτ ψ¯pτq
˙
“eipτ´τ¯hqA
ˆ
ψ¯pτ¯h; τ¯hq
Bτ ψ¯pτ¯h; τ¯hq
˙
`
ż τ
τ¯h
eipτ´σqA
ˆ
0“
1´ n´1
4n
Rγ
‰
ψ¯pσq ` 2A¯pσqBτ ψ¯pσq ` F¯ pσq
˙
dσ,
(IV.13)
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and we have the energy inequality››››
ˆ
ψ¯pτq
Bτ ψ¯pτq
˙››››
HsˆHs´1
ď
››››
ˆ
ψ¯pτ¯h; τ¯hq
Bτ ψ¯pτ¯h; τ¯hq
˙››››
HsˆHs´1
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ¯h
}F¯ pσq}Hs´1dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż τ
τ¯h
`
1` }Rγ}L8 ` 2|A¯pσq|
˘ ››››
ˆ
ψ¯pσq
Bτ ψ¯pσq
˙››››
HsˆHs´1
dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ .
Since A¯ P L1pI¯hq, the Gronwall Lemma assures that there exists C ą 0 independent of τ , τ¯h such
that
(IV.14)
››››
ˆ
ψ¯pτq
Bτ ψ¯pτq
˙››››
HsˆHs´1
ď C
˜››››
ˆ
ψ¯pτ¯h; τ¯hq
Bτ ψ¯pτ¯h; τ¯hq
˙››››
HsˆHs´1
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ¯h
Ω¯
n`3
2 pσq}f¯pσq}Hs´1dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
¸
.
Using (III.8) we have the estimate
(IV.15)
ˆ
ψ¯pτ¯h; τ¯hq
Bτ ψ¯pτ¯h; τ¯hq
˙
ď C 1
ˆ››››
ˆ
ϕ¯0
ϕ¯1
˙››››
HsˆHs´1
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ¯h
τ0
Ω¯
n`3
2 pσq}f¯pσq}Hs´1dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
˙
,
hence (IV.7) is a consequence of (IV.14) and (IV.15).
Using the integrability of A¯ again, we can do τ Ñ 0 in (IV.13) and we obtain the existence of
the limits (IV.8), (IV.9) by putting
(IV.16)ˆ
ψ¯0
ψ¯1
˙
:“ e´iτ¯hA
ˆ
ψ¯pτ¯h; τ¯hq
Bτ ψ¯pτ¯h; τ¯hq
˙
`
ż 0
τ¯h
e´iσA
ˆ
0“
1´ n´1
4n
Rγ
‰
ψ¯pσq ` 2A¯pσqBτ ψ¯pσq ` F¯ pσq
˙
dσ,
moreover (IV.14) holds with τ “ 0, hence WA¯ is a well defined continuous map on H
s ˆHs´1.
Conversely, given pψ¯0, ψ¯1q P H
s ˆ Hs´1, we can solve, as for Proposition III.1, the integral
equationˆ
ψ¯pτq
Bτ ψ¯pτq
˙
“ eiτA
ˆ
ψ¯0
Bτ ψ¯1
˙
`
ż τ
0
eipτ´σqA
ˆ
0“
1´ n´1
4n
Rγ
‰
ψ¯pσq ` 2A¯pσqBτ ψ¯pσq ` F¯ pσq
˙
dσ
and we obtain a unique solution ψ¯p0; .q P C0
`
I¯h Y t0u;H
spKq
˘
X C1
`
I¯h Y t0u;H
s´1pKq
˘
, and we
have
(IV.17)
ˆ
ψ¯p0; τq
Bτ ψ¯p0; τq
˙
ď C 1
˜››››
ˆ
ψ¯0
ψ¯1
˙››››
HsˆHs´1
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
0
Ω¯
n`3
2 pσq}f¯pσq}Hs´1dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
¸
.
Finally we solve the Cauchy problem for (III.3) with initial data ϕ¯pτ¯hq “ ψ¯p0; τ¯hq, Bτ ϕ¯pτ¯hq “
Bτ ψ¯p0; τ¯hq ´ A¯pτ¯hqψ¯p0; τ¯hq, and we can invert WA¯ by putting ϕ¯0 :“ ϕ¯pτ0q, ϕ¯1 :“ Bτ ϕ¯pτ0q. The
bi-continuity of WA¯ : pϕ¯0, ϕ¯1q ÞÑ pψ¯0, ψ¯1q is assured by the estimates (IV.15) and IV.17).
Q.E.D.
Lemma IV.2. Assume there exist h ą 0, Aˆ P C1 X L1pr´h, 0qq and Aˇ P C1 XL1pp0, hsq satisfying
(IV.5). Then given ϕˆ0 P H
spKq, ϕˆ1 P H
s´1pKq and f¯ satisfying (III.10), there exists a unique
ϕ˜ P C0 prτ´, τ`s;H
spKqq X C1
`
rτ´, 0q Y p0, τ`s;H
s´1pKq
˘
such that
(IV.18) ϕ˜pτ´q “ ϕˆ0, Bτ ϕ˜pτ´q “ ϕˆ1,
(IV.19)
„
B2τ ´∆K `
n´ 1
4n
Rγ ` m˜
2Ω˜2

ϕ˜ “ Ω˜
n`3
2 f˜ , pτ, xq P pτ´, τ`qzt0u ˆK
and the function ψ˜ defined by
(IV.20) ψ˜pτq :“ ϕ˜pτq exp
ˆż τ
0
A˜pσqdσ
˙
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belongs to C0 pr´h, hs;HspKqq X C1
`
r´h, hs;Hs´1pKq
˘
, and satisfies
(IV.21)
ˆ
B2τ ´∆K `
n´ 1
4n
Rγ ´ 2A˜Bτ
˙
ψ˜ “ Ω˜
n`3
2 f˜e
şτ
0
A˜pσqdσ in p´h, hq ˆK,
where m˜, Ω˜ and f˜ are defined by (I.11) and A˜ P L1p´h, hq is given by
(IV.22) τ P p´h, 0q ñ A˜pτq “ Aˆpτq, τ P p0, hq ñ A˜pτq “ Aˇpτq.
The map SA˜ : pϕ˜pτ´q, Bτ ϕ˜pτ´qq ÞÑ pϕ˜pτ`q, Bτ ϕ˜pτ`qq is a homeomorphism of H
spKq ˆHs´1pKq.
Proof. For τ P Iˆ we define ϕ˜pτ, .q “ ϕˆpτ, .q where ϕˆ is the solution on Iˆ of (III.3), (III.6) with
τ0 “ τ´. Using the notations of Lemma IV.1, we introduce pϕˇ0, ϕˇ1q :“ W
´1
Aˇ
W
Aˆ
pϕˆ0, ϕˆ1q, and for
τ P Iˇ we define ϕ˜pτ, .q “ ϕˇpτ, .q where ϕˇ is the solution on Iˇ of (III.3), (III.6) with τ0 “ τ`. Since
limτÑ0´ ϕˆpτq “ limτÑ0` ϕˇpτq, ϕ˜ belongs to C
0 prτ´, τ`s;H
spKqq X C1
`
rτ´, 0q Y p0, τ`s;H
s´1pKq
˘
and it is the solution of (IV.18) and (IV.19). Moreover ψ˜ defined by (IV.20) satisfies
τ P p´h, 0q ñ ψˆpτq “ ψˆpτˆh; τq exp
ˆż τˆh
0
Aˆpσqdσ
˙
, τ P p0, hq ñ ψˇpτq “ ψˇpτˇh; τq exp
ˆż τˇh
0
Aˇpσqdσ
˙
,
lim
τÑ0´
ψˆpτq “ lim
τÑ0`
ψˇpτq, lim
τÑ0´
Bτ ψˆpτq “ lim
τÑ0`
Bτ ψˇpτq,
therefore ψ˜ P C0 pr´h, hs;HspKqq X C1
`
r´h, hs;Hs´1pKq
˘
, and satisfies (IV.21). Finally SA˜ “
W´1
Aˇ
W
Aˆ
is a homeomorphism.
Q.E.D.
Now given the mass and the conformal factor, we have to solve the Riccati equation in L1 near
τ “ 0. We need the notation
(IV.23) ηˆ :“ `, ηˇ :“ ´.
Proposition IV.3. 1) If m¯ and Ω¯ satisfy (IV.2), then given α¯ P R, there exist h ą 0 and a unique
A¯ P C0pt0u Y I¯hq XC
1pI¯hq solution of (IV.5) with A¯p0q “ α¯.
2) We assume that m¯ and Ω¯ satisfy (IV.3). Then for any ǫ ą 0, there exist hǫ ą 0, τǫ P I¯hǫ and
A¯ǫ P C
1pI¯hǫq a real solution de (IV.5) satisfying
(IV.24) A¯ǫ P L
1pI¯hǫq,
(IV.25) η¯
ż τ
τǫ
m¯2pσqΩ¯2pσqdσ ď η¯A¯ǫpτq ď η¯p1` ǫq
ż τ
τǫ
m¯2pσqΩ¯2pσqdσ,
(IV.26) η¯
ż 0
τǫ
| A¯ǫpτq | dτ ď
ǫ
1` ǫ
.
The solutions A¯ P C1pI¯hq of (IV.5) for some h ą 0 are, either integrable, or satisfy
(IV.27) A¯pτq ´ A¯ǫpτq „ ´τ
´1, τ Ñ 0.
Moreover if pm¯, Ω¯q do not satisfy (IV.2), then any real solution A¯ P C1XL1pI¯hq of (IV.5) for some
h ą 0, satisfies
(IV.28) Aˆpτq ÝÑ `8, Aˇpτq ÝÑ ´8, τ Ñ 0,
(IV.29) Dα¯ :“ lim
τÑ0
A¯pτq ´ A¯ǫpτq P R.
Furthermore, for any α¯ P R there exists a unique A¯ P L1 X C1pI¯hq solution of (IV.5) for some
h ą 0, satisfying (IV.29).
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Proof. 1) Since m¯Ω¯ can be unbounded as τ Ñ 0, the first assertion is not a direct consequence
of the Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem but it can be proved by the usual way. If m¯Ω¯ P L2pI¯q, we have to
solve
(IV.30) A¯pτq “ GpA¯qpτq :“ α¯`
ż τ
0
m¯2pσqΩ¯2pσqdσ `
ż τ
0
A¯2pσqdσ.
We take h ą 0 small enough to thatż
I¯Xr´h,hs
m¯2pσqΩ¯2pσqdσ ď 1, 0 ă h ă
1
p2` | α¯ |q2
.
We can easily check that G is a strict contraction on
 
A P C0pt0u Y I¯hq, }A´ α¯}8 ď 2
(
. Therefore
its unique fixed point A¯ that is solution of (IV.30), satisfies A¯p0q “ α¯ and the Riccati equation.
2) We first construct Aˆǫ P C
1prτǫ, 0qq solution of
(IV.31) Aˆǫpτq “
ż τ
τǫ
m¯2pσqΩ¯2pσqdσ `
ż τ
τǫ
Aˆ2ǫpσqdσ
Thanks to the Fubini theorem and (IV.3) we choose τǫ “ ´hǫ P pτ´, 0q such that
(IV.32)
ż 0
τǫ
ˆż τ
τǫ
m¯2pσqΩ¯2pσqdσ
˙
dτ “
ż 0
τǫ
m¯2pτqΩ¯2pτq | τ | dτ ď
ǫ
p1` ǫq2
.
We define a sequence An P C
1prτǫ, 0qq, n P N, by
(IV.33) @τ P rτǫ, 0q, A0pτq “ 0, An`1pτq :“
ż τ
τǫ
m¯2pσqΩ¯2pσqdσ `
ż τ
τǫ
A2npσqdσ.
We have An ě 0 and
A1 ´A0 ě 0, An`1pτq ´Anpτq “
ż τ
τǫ
pAnpσq `An´1pσqq ppAnpσq ´An´1pσqq dσ,
hence by recurrence we deduce that
(IV.34)
ż τ
τǫ
m¯2pσqΩ¯2pσqdσ ď Anpτq ď An`1pτq, n ě 1.
Assume that
(IV.35) Anpτq ď p1` ǫq
ż τ
τǫ
m¯2pσqΩ¯2pσqdσ.
Then we have with (IV.32):
An`1pτq ď
ż τ
τǫ
m¯2pσqΩ¯2pσqdσ ` p1` ǫq2
ż τ
τǫ
ˆż σ
τǫ
m¯2pζqΩ¯2pζqdζ
˙2
dσ
ď
ż τ
τǫ
m¯2pσqΩ¯2pσqdσ ` p1` ǫq2
ż τ
τǫ
m¯2pσqΩ¯2pσqdσ
ż τ
τǫ
ˆż σ
τǫ
m¯2pζqΩ¯2pζqdζ
˙
dσ
ď p1` ǫq
ż τ
τǫ
m¯2pσqΩ¯2pσqdσ,
hence (IV.35) is established for any n. Taking advantage of (IV.34) and (IV.35) we can introduce
the measurable function
(IV.36) Aˆǫpτq :“ lim
nÑ8
Anpτq
That satisfies (IV.25). Thanks to the Beppo Levi theorem we deduce from (IV.33) that Aˆǫ satisfies
also (IV.31) and then Aˆǫ P C
1prτǫ, 0qq. Now (IV.24) and (IV.26) follow from (IV.25) and (IV.32)
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by integration. The construction of Aˇǫ is similar: we apply the previous procedure to ´Aˇp´τq.
Now given a real solution A¯ P C1pI¯hqq of (IV.5), we have
´h ď τ ă 0ñ Aˆpτq ě Ap´hq `
ż τ
´h
m¯2Ω¯2dσ, 0 ă τ ď hñ Aˇpτq ď Aˇphq `
ż τ
h
m¯2pσqΩ¯2pσqdσ,
hence (IV.28) is satisfied if pm¯, Ω¯q do not satisfy (IV.2). Now δ :“ A¯´A¯ǫ is solution of the equation
δ1pτq “ δpτq
“
A¯pτq ` A¯ǫpτq
‰
,
hence given τ0 P I¯h X I¯hǫ we have
δpτq “ δpτ0q exp
ˆż τ
τ0
A¯pσq ` A¯ǫpσqdσ
˙
ÝÑ α¯ :“ δpτ0q exp
ˆż 0
τ0
A¯pσq ` A¯ǫpσqdσ
˙
, τ Ñ 0,
and (IV.29) is proved. Moreover δ is also a solution of the Bernouilli equation
δ1pτq ´ 2A¯ǫpτqδpτq “ δ
2pτq,
hence if A¯ ‰ A¯ǫ, δ
´1 is a solution of the linear equation
ζ 1pτq ` 2A¯ǫpτqζpτq “ ´1,
then we conclude that all the real solutions A¯ ‰ A¯ǫ of the Riccati equation are given near τ “ 0 by
(IV.37) A¯pτq “ A¯ǫpτq ` e
2
şτ
τ0
A¯ǫpσqdσ
ˆ
δpτ0q ´
ż τ
τ0
e
2
şσ
τ0
A¯ǫpsqdsdσ
˙´1
,
and these solutions are in L1 near zero iff δpτ0q ‰
ş0
τ0
e
2
şσ
τ0
A¯ǫpsqdsdσ and satisfy (IV.27) if δpτ0q “ş0
τ0
e
2
şσ
τ0
A¯ǫpsqdsdσ. Finally given α¯ P R, we put
(IV.38) A¯pτq :“ A¯ǫpτq ` α¯e
2
şτ
0
A¯ǫpσqdσ
ˆ
1` α¯
ż 0
τ
e2
şσ
0
A¯ǫpsqdsdσ
˙´1
that is a solution of (IV.5) that is well defined in C1 X L1 near τ “ 0 and satisfies (IV.29). To
prove the uniqueness, we consider two solutions A¯, A¯˚ P C
1XL1pI¯hq satisfying (IV.29). Then given
τ0 P I¯h we have `
A¯pτ0q ´ A¯˚pτ0q
˘
exp
ˆż τ
τ0
A¯pσq ` A¯˚pσqdσ
˙
Ñ 0, τ Ñ 0.
We conclude that A¯pτ0q “ A¯˚pτ0q and therefore A¯ “ A¯˚.
Q.E.D.
Since the existence of the L1-solutions of the Riccati equation is established, we can state the
main result of this part.
Theorem IV.4. We assume (II.25) and
(IV.39)
ż 0
τ´
mˆ2pτqΩˆ2pτq | τ | dτ `
ż τ`
0
mˇ2pτqΩˇ2pτqτdτ ă 8.
Then given u0 P H
spKq, u1 P H
s´1pKq, s P r0, 1s, and f¯ satisfying (III.10), given real solutions
A¯ P C1 X L1pI¯hqq of (IV.5) for some h ą 0, there exist unique solutions u¯ P C
0
`
I¯;HspKq
˘
X
C1
`
I¯;Hs´1pKq
˘
of (III.1) satisfying
(IV.40) uˆpτ´q “ u0, Bτ uˆpτ´q “ u1,
(IV.41) lim
τÑ0`
Ωˇ
n´1
2 pτquˇpτq “ lim
τÑ0´
Ωˆ
n´1
2 pτquˆpτq in HspKq,
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lim
τÑ0`
´
Bτ
”
Ωˇ
n´1
2 uˇ
ı
pτq ` AˇpτqΩˇ
n´1
2 pτquˇpτq
¯
“ lim
τÑ0´
´
Bτ
”
Ωˆ
n´1
2 uˆ
ı
pτq ` AˆpτqΩˆ
n´1
2 pτquˆpτq
¯
in Hs´1pKq.
(IV.42)
With the notations (I.11), (III.22), (IV.22), we have
(IV.43) Ω˜
n´1
2 e
şτ
0
A˜pσqdσu˜ P C0 pr´h, hs;HspKqq X C1
`
r´h, hs;Hs´1pKq
˘
,
(IV.44)
ˆ
B2τ ´∆K `
n´ 1
4n
Rγ ´ 2A˜Bτ
˙´
Ω˜
n´1
2 e
şτ
0
A˜pσqdσu˜
¯
“ Ω˜
n`3
2 e
şτ
0
A˜pσqdσ f˜ in p´h, hq ˆK,
The linear map S : puˆpτ´q, Bτ uˆpτ´qq ÞÑ puˇpτ`q, Bτ uˇpτ`qq is a continuous homeomorphism on
HspKq ˆHs´1pKq.
Remark IV.5. If (III.9) is satisfied, the transmissions conditions (III.20), (III.21) correspond to
(IV.41), (IV.42) by choosing the solutions A¯ of the Riccati equation with A¯p0q “ 0. There is less
real freedom in (IV.42) than is apparent from the two arbitrary functions Aˆ and Aˇ. In fact these
transmission conditions (IV.41), (IV.42) form a one-real-parameter family: if we fix two solutions
Aˆǫ, Aˇǫ, then (IV.29) and (IV.41) assure that putting δ :“ αˆ´ αˇ, (IV.42) is equivalent to
lim
τÑ0`
´
Bτ
”
Ωˇ
n´1
2 uˇ
ı
pτq ` AˇǫpτqΩˇ
n´1
2 pτquˇpτq
¯
“ lim
τÑ0´
´
Bτ
”
Ωˆ
n´1
2 uˆ
ı
pτq `
´
Aˆǫpτq ` δ
¯
Ωˆ
n´1
2 pτquˆpτq
¯
in Hs´1pKq.
(IV.45)
Conversely, given δ P R, the last assertion of Proposition IV.3 assures that there exists A¯ satisfying
(IV.41). We conclude that the whole family of the conditions (IV.41), (IV.42) indexed by the
integrable solutions A¯ of the Riccati equation, is reduced to the one-parameter family of transmission
conditions (IV.41), (IV.45) indexed by the real parameter δ P R.
Proof. The existence of uˆ is given by Proposition III.1 by taking uˆpτq :“ Ωˆ
1´n
2 pτqϕˆpτq where ϕˆ
is the solution of (III.3), (III.6) with the initial data pϕˆ0, ϕˆ1q “ Lˆpτ´qpu0, u1q given at τ0 “ τ´ and
Lˆ is defined by (III.25). Lemma IV.1 assures that the following limits exist
ψˆ0 :“ lim
τÑ0´
Ωˆ
n´1
2 pτquˆpτq in HspKq,
ψˆ1 :“ lim
τÑ0´
´
Bτ
”
Ωˆ
n´1
2 uˆ
ı
pτq ` AˆpτqΩˆ
n´1
2 pτquˆpτq
¯
in Hs´1pKq,
and we can define
pϕˇ0, ϕˇ1q :“W
´1
Aˇ
pψˆ0, ψˆ1q.
We now define uˇpτq :“ Ωˇ
1´n
2 pτqϕˇpτq with the solution ϕˇ of of (III.3), (III.6) with τ0 “ τ`. Then
(IV.41) and (IV.42) are direct consequences of this construction. Finally we invoke Lemma IV.2 to
conclude that (IV.44) is deduced from (IV.21) and
S “
”
Lˇpτ`q
ı´1
SA˜Lˆpτ´q
is a homeomorphism on HspKq ˆHs´1pKq.
Q.E.D.
It is well known that the Riccati equations cannot be solved by quadrature. Nevertheless we can
give an explicit formulation of the transmission conditions in the following important case.
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Example IV.6. We consider the case where
(IV.46) m¯2pτqΩ¯2pτq “ c¯2 | τ |´1 `F¯ pτq
with c¯ ą 0 and F¯ is a holomorphic function on a neigborhood of zero. We take a (generalized)
eigenfunction Φλ P L
2
locpKq solution of
`
´∆K `
n´1
4n
Rγ
˘
Φλ “ λΦλ, λ P R. The solutions ϕ¯ of
(III.3) with f¯ “ 0, of type ϕ¯pτ, xq “ φ¯pτqΦλpxq, are defined by the solutions φ¯ of the ODE
(IV.47) φ¯2pτq `
ˆ
λ`
c¯2
| τ |
` F¯ pτq
˙
φ¯pτq “ 0, τ P I¯ .
We can solve this ODE by the Frobenius method (see e.g. Theorem 4.5 in [36]). Since τ “ 0 is a
regular singular point, the Fuchs theorem assures that there exist two functions h¯1, h¯2 which are
analytic near zero with h¯1p0q “ h¯2p0q “ 1, and the general solution of (IV.47) can be written as
(IV.48) φ¯pτq “ C¯1τ h¯1pτq ` C¯2
“
h¯2pτq ´ c¯
2 | τ | h¯1pτq lnp| τ |q
‰
, C¯j P C.
We deduce that
(IV.49) lim
τÑ0
φ¯pτq “ C¯2, φ¯
1pτq “ η¯C¯2c¯
2 lnp| τ |q ` C¯1 ` C¯2
`
h¯12p0q ` η¯c¯
2
˘
` op1q, τ Ñ 0,
with η¯ defined by (IV.23). Now the Riccati equation (IV.5) is reduced to a linear second order ODE
by the usual way, by putting A¯ “ ´ α¯
1
α¯
where α¯ is a solution of
α¯2pτq `
ˆ
c¯2
| τ |
` F¯ pτq
˙
α¯pτq “ 0.
We apply the Fuchs theorem again: there exist two functions k¯1, k¯2, holomorphic near zero, with
k¯jp0q “ 1 and
α¯pτq “ D¯1τ k¯1pτq ` D¯2
“
k¯2pτq ´ c¯
2 | τ | k¯1pτq lnp| τ |q
‰
, D¯j P C.
We get that the solutions of the Riccati equation are given by
A¯pτq “ ´
D¯1
“
k¯1pτq ` τ k¯
1
1pτq
‰
` D¯2
“
k¯12pτq ` η¯c¯
2k¯1pτq lnp| τ |q ´ c¯
2 | τ | k¯11pτq lnp| τ |q ` η¯c¯
2k¯1pτq
‰
D¯1τ k¯1pτq ` D¯2
“
k¯2pτq ´ c¯2 | τ | k¯1pτq lnp| τ |q
‰ .
If D¯2 “ 0 we have A¯pτq „ ´τ
´1 as τ Ñ 0. We conclude that the solutions of the Riccati equation
that are integrable near zero satisfy D¯2 ‰ 0, and then
A¯pτq “ ´η¯c¯2 lnp| τ |q ´
D¯1
D¯2
´ k¯12p0q ´ η¯c¯
2 ` op1q, τ Ñ 0.
Then putting
δ :“ hˆ12p0q ´ hˇ
1
2p0q ` kˇ
1
2p0q ´ kˆ
1
2p0q `
Dˇ1
Dˇ2
´
Dˆ1
Dˆ2
,
the family of transmission conditions (IV.41), (IV.42) has the form
(IV.50) Cˇ2 “ Cˆ2,
(IV.51) Cˇ1 “ Cˆ1 ` δCˆ2
where the real parameter δ can be arbitrarily choosen in R.
The previous example is the unique case of choice of m¯Ω¯ for which the Klein-Gordon equation
(III.3), expressed as a first order system, is equivalent to a Fuchsian system
U 1pτq “ AUpτq ` τ´1BpτqUpτq ` Cpτq
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where B is analytic near zero. In this simple linear situation, we could use the Frobenius method.
We mention that for non linear Fuchsian systems
U 1pτq “ AUpτq ` τ´1B pτ, Upτqq ` Cpτq
arising in General Relativity, another specific Fuchsian analysis has been developped (see e.g. [4],
[5], [12], [28]).
V. self-interacting scalar field
In this section we assume that the complete manifold K is a 3-dimensional C8 bounded geometry
manifold, and we investigate the massive semilinear Klein-Gordon equation
(V.1)
„
lg¯ `
1
6
Rg¯ ` m¯
2

u¯ “ ´κ | u¯ |2 u¯ in M¯,
where κ ą 0 is a coupling constant. The Liouville transform ϕ¯ :“ Ω¯u¯ leads to the equivalent
equation
(V.2)
„
lg `
1
6
Rγ ` m¯
2Ω¯2

ϕ¯ “ ´κ | ϕ¯ |2 ϕ¯ in M¯.
First we suppose that the mass and the conformal factor satisfy (III.4) and we solve the global
Cauchy problem.
Proposition V.1. We assume that (III.4) holds. Then given τ0 P I¯, ϕ¯0 P H
1pKq, ϕ¯1 P L
2pKq,
the equation (V.2) has a unique solution ϕ¯ satisfying
(V.3) ϕ¯ P C0
`
I¯;H1pKq
˘
X C1
`
I¯;L2pKq
˘
(V.4) ϕ¯pτ0q “ ϕ¯0, Bτ ϕ¯pτ0q “ ϕ¯1.
Moreover there exists C ą 0 such that any solution satisfies
}ϕ¯pτq}H1pKq ` }Bτ ϕ¯pτq}L2pKq ď C
´
}ϕ¯0}H1pKq ` }ϕ¯0}
2
H1pKq ` }ϕ¯1}L2pKq
¯
ˆ exp
ˆ
1
2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
››m¯pσqΩ¯pσq››2
L8pKq
dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
˙
,
(V.5)
and the map pϕ¯0, ϕ¯1q P H
1 ˆ L2 ÞÑ ϕ¯ P C0pI¯;H1q XC1pI¯ ;L2q is continuous.
If we assume (III.9), then the following limits exist:
(V.6) ψ¯0 :“ lim
τÑ0
ϕ¯pτq in H1pKq,
(V.7) ψ¯1 :“ lim
τÑ0
Bτ ϕ¯pτq in L
2pKq.
Furthermore, (III.9) assures that given ψ¯0 P H
1pKq, ψ¯1 P L
2pKq, there exists a unique solution ϕ¯
of (V.2) satisfying (V.3), (V.6), (V.7) and the map pϕ¯0, ϕ¯1q ÞÑ pψ¯0, ψ¯1q is a bi-Lipschitz bijection
on H1pKq ˆ L2pKq.
Proof. First we prove the local existence of the mild solutions by a classic way. We solve the
integral equation
(V.8)
ˆ
ϕ¯pτq
ψ¯pτq
˙
“ F
ˆ
ϕ¯
ψ¯
˙
pτq,
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with
(V.9)
F
ˆ
ϕ¯
ψ¯
˙
pτq :“ eipτ´τ0qA
ˆ
ϕ¯0
ϕ¯1
˙
`
ż τ
τ0
eipτ´σqA
ˆ
0“
1´ 1
6
Rγ ´ m¯
2pσqΩ¯2pσq ´ κ | ϕpσq |2
‰
ϕ¯pσq
˙
dσ
where A is defined by (III.13). Using the Sobolev inequality
(V.10) }u}L6pKq ď K}u}H1pKq,
we get››››F
ˆ
ϕ¯
ψ¯
˙
pτq
››››
H1ˆL2
ď
››››
ˆ
ϕ¯0
ϕ¯1
˙››››
H1ˆL2
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
}m¯pσqΩ¯pσq}2L8dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ sup
pτ0,τq
}ϕ¯pσq}H1
` | τ ´ τ0 |
˜
1` }Rγ}L8 ` κK
3 sup
pτ0,τq
}ϕ¯pσq}2H1
¸
sup
pτ0,τq
}ϕ¯pσq}H1 .
Putting
(V.11) ρ :“ }pϕ¯0, φ¯1q}H1ˆL2 , Jǫ :“ tτ P I¯ ; | τ ´ τ0 |ď ǫu pǫ ą 0q,
(V.12) Bρ :“
"
pϕ¯, ψ¯q P C0
`
Jǫ;H
1pKq ˆ L2pKq
˘
; sup
τPJǫ
}pϕ¯pτq, ψ¯pτqq}H1ˆL2 ď 2ρ
*
,
we deduce that F is a map from Bρ into Bρ if
2
ż
Jǫ
}m¯pσqΩ¯pσq}2L8dσ ` ǫ
`
1` }Rγ}L8 ` 4κK
3ρ2
˘
ď 1.
We have also: ››››F
ˆ
ϕ¯
ψ¯
˙
pτq ´ F
ˆ
ϕ¯˚
ψ¯˚
˙
pτq
››››
H1ˆL2
ď Kpτq sup
pτ0,τq
}ϕ¯pσq ´ ϕ¯˚pσq}H1 ,
where
Kpτq :“
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
}m¯pσqΩ¯pσq}2L8dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ` | τ´τ0 |
«
1` }Rγ}L8 ` 2κK
3
˜
sup
pτ0,τq
}ϕ¯pσq}2H1 ` sup
pτ0,τq
}ϕ¯˚pσq}
2
H1
¸ff
.
Hence F is a strict contraction on Bρ if
2
ż
Jǫ
}m¯pσqΩ¯pσq}2L8dσ ` ǫ
`
1` }Rγ}L8 ` 16κK
3ρ2
˘
ă 1.
Its unique fixed point satisfies ψ¯ “ Bτ ϕ¯ and it is a local solution of (V.2), (V.4) in C
0
`
Jǫ;H
1pKq
˘
X
C1
`
Jǫ;L
2pKq
˘
. Now we deduce from (III.16) that this local solution satisfies
}ϕ¯pτq}2H1 ` }Bτ ϕ¯pτq}
2
L2 `
κ
2
}ϕ¯pτq}4L4 ď}ϕ¯0}
2
H1 ` }ϕ¯1}
2
L2 `
κ
2
}ϕ¯0}
4
L4
`
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
`
1` }Rγ}L8 ` }m¯pσqΩ¯pσq}
2
L8
˘ `
}ϕ¯pσq}2L2 ` }Bτ ϕ¯pσq}
2
L2
˘
dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ,
(V.13)
hence we get by the Gronwall Lemma,
}ϕ¯pτq}2H1 ` }Bτ ϕ¯pτq}
2
L2 `
κ
2
}ϕ¯pτq}4L4 ď
´
}ϕ¯0}
2
H1 ` }ϕ¯1}
2
L2 `
κ
2
}ϕ¯0}
4
L4
¯
ˆ exp
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
`
1` }Rγ}L8 ` }m¯pσqΩ¯pσq}
2
L8
˘
dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ,(V.14)
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and (V.5) is proved for τ P Jǫ. Now the global existence on the whole interval I¯ follows from the
principle of unique continuation. We can easily prove the continuous dependence of the solution
with respect to the initial data. Given another solution ϕ¯˚ we have››››
ˆ
ϕ¯
Bτ ϕ¯
˙
pτq ´
ˆ
ϕ¯˚
Bτ ϕ¯˚
˙
pτq
››››
H1ˆL2
ď
››››
ˆ
ϕ¯
Bτ ϕ¯
˙
pτ0q ´
ˆ
ϕ¯˚
Bτ ϕ¯˚
˙
pτ0q
››››
H1ˆL2
` C
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
}m¯pσqΩ¯pσq}2L8}ϕ¯pσq ´ ϕ¯˚pσq}H1dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
` C
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
`
1` }ϕ¯pσq}2H1 ` }ϕ¯˚pσq}
2
H1
˘
}ϕ¯pσq ´ ϕ¯˚pσq}H1dσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
hence the Lipschitz property of the map pϕ¯0, ϕ¯1q ÞÑ ϕ¯ follows from the Gronwall Lemma and (V.5).
Finally we assume that (III.9) is satisfied. Then (V.5) implies that ϕ¯pτq is bounded in H1pKq
hence we can take the limit of the integral in (V.9) as τ Ñ 0, and we obtain (V.6), (V.7). Further-
more we can take τ0 “ 0 in (V.9) and repeating the previous arguments, we can solve the global
Cauchy problem with initial data specified at τ “ 0. The proof is complete.
Q.E.D.
As a consequence we obtain directly the following:
Theorem V.2. We assume (III.9). Then given u0 P H
1pKq, u1 P L
2pKq, there exist unique
solutions u¯ P C0
`
I¯;H1pKq
˘
X C1
`
I¯;L2pKq
˘
of (V.1) satisfying
(V.15) uˆpτ´q “ u0, Bτ uˆpτ´q “ u1,
(V.16) lim
τÑ0`
Ωˇpτquˇpτq “ lim
τÑ0´
Ωˆpτquˆpτq in H1pKq,
(V.17) lim
τÑ0`
Bτ
”
Ωˇuˇ
ı
pτq “ lim
τÑ0´
Bτ
”
Ωˆuˆ
ı
pτq in L2pKq.
Moreover u˜ defined by (III.22) satisfies
(V.18) Ω˜u˜ P C0
`
rτ´, τ`s;H
1pKq
˘
X C1
`
rτ´, τ`s;L
2pKq
˘
,
(V.19)
„
lg `
1
6
Rγ ` m˜
2Ω˜2
 “
Ω˜u˜
‰
“ ´κΩ˜3 | u˜ |2 u˜ in M.
The map puˆpτ´q, Bτ uˆpτ´qq ÞÑ puˇpτ`q, Bτ uˇpτ`qq is a bi-Lipschitz bijection on H
1pKq ˆ L2pKq.
Proof. We apply the previous proposition with τ0 “ τ´ and pϕˆ0, ϕˆ1q “ Lˆpτ´qpu0, u1q, and we put
uˆpτq “ Ωˆ´1pτqϕˆpτq. Then we consider the solution ϕˇ of (V.2) on Iˇ satisfying pψˇ0, ψˇ1q “ pψˆ0, ψˆ1q
and we put uˇpτq “ Ωˇ´1pτqϕˇpτq. Therefore u¯ are solutions of (V.1) and satisfy (V.16), (V.17),
and these transmission conditions imply that u˜ satisfies also (V.18) and (V.19). Finally the maps
pu0, u1q ÞÑ pϕˆ0, ϕˆ1q ÞÑ pψˆ0, ψˆ1q “ pψˇ0, ψˇ1q ÞÑ pϕˇpτ`q, Bτ ϕˇpτ`qq ÞÑ puˇpτ`q, Bτ uˇpτ`qq are bi-Lipschitz
bijections of H1pKq ˆ L2pKq.
Q.E.D.
Like for the linear case, this result is suitable to treat the case of the Singular Bouncing Scenario
but (III.9) is a much too strong assumption for the CCC. We now consider the more reasonnable
assumption (IV.39).
Theorem V.3. We assume (IV.39). Then given u0 P H
1pKq, u1 P L
2pKq, given real solutions A¯ P
C1XL1pI¯hq of (IV.5) for some h ą 0, there exist unique solutions u¯ P C
0
`
I¯ ;H1pKq
˘
XC1
`
I¯;L2pKq
˘
of (V.1) satisfying
(V.20) uˆpτ´q “ u0, Bτ uˆpτ´q “ u1,
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(V.21) lim
τÑ0`
Ωˇpτquˇpτq “ lim
τÑ0´
Ωˆpτquˆpτq in H1pKq,
lim
τÑ0`
´
Bτ
”
Ωˇuˇ
ı
pτq ` AˇpτqΩˇpτquˇpτq
¯
“ lim
τÑ0´
´
Bτ
”
Ωˆuˆ
ı
pτq ` AˆpτqΩˆpτquˆpτq
¯
in L2pKq.(V.22)
With the notations (I.11), (III.22), (IV.22), we have
(V.23) ψ˜ :“ Ω˜e
şτ
0
A˜pσqdσ u˜ P C0
`
r´h, hs;H1pKq
˘
X C1
`
r´h, hs;L2pKq
˘
,
(V.24)
ˆ
B2τ ´∆K `
1
6
Rγ ´ 2A˜Bτ
˙
ψ˜ “ ´κ | ψ˜ |2 ψ˜e´2
şτ
0
A˜pσqdσ in p´h, hq ˆK,
The map S : puˆpτ´q, Bτ uˆpτ´qq ÞÑ puˇpτ`q, Bτ uˇpτ`qq is a bi-Lipschitz bijection on H
1pKqˆL2pKq.
Proof. uˆ is given by Proposition V.1 by putting for τ P Iˆ , uˆpτq “ Ωˆ´1pτqϕˆpτq where ϕˆ is the
solution of (V.2), (V.4) with τ0 “ τ´, pϕˆ0, ϕˆ1q “ Lˆpτ´qpu0, u1q. Now for τ P Iˆh we introduce
ψˆpτq :“ e
şτ
0
Aˆpσqdσϕˆpτq
that is a solution of`
B2τ ´∆K ` 1
˘
ψˆ “
ˆ
1` 2AˆBτ ´
1
6
Rγ
˙
ψˆ ´ κ | ψˆ |2 ψˆe´2
şτ
0
Aˆpσqdσ in Iˆh ˆK.
Since ψˆ P C0pIˆh;H
1pKqq X C1pIˆh;L
2pKqq, we deduce from (III.16) that
}ψˆpτq}2H1 ` }Bτ ψˆpτq}
2
L2 ďC
«
}u0}
2
H1 ` }u1}
2
L2 `
ż τ
τ´
p1` | Aˆpσq |q
´
}ψˆpσq}2H1 ` }Bσψˆpσq}
2
L2
¯
dσ
ff
´
κ
2
ż τ
τ´
d
dσ
´
}ψˆpσq}4L4
¯
e´2
şσ
0
Aˆpsqdsdσ,
hence
}ψˆpτq}2H1 ` }Bτ ψˆpτq}
2
L2 `
κ
2
}ψˆpτq}4L4e
´2
şτ
0
Aˆpsqds ďC 1
“
}u0}
2
H1 ` }u0}
4
H1 ` }u1}
2
L2
‰
`C2
ż τ
τ´
p1` | Aˆpσq |q
´
}ψˆpσq}2H1 ` }Bσψˆpσq}
2
L2 `
κ
2
}ψˆpσq}4L4e
´2
şσ
0
Aˆpsqds
¯
dσ
therefore we conclude with the Gronwall Lemma that
(V.25) }ψˆpτq}2H1 ` }Bτ ψˆpτq}
2
L2 ď C
3
“
}u0}
2
H1 ` }u0}
4
H1 ` }u1}
2
L2
‰
exp
˜ż τ
τ´
p1` | Aˆpσq |qdσ
¸
and finally since Aˆ P L1pIˆhq,
(V.26) ψˆ P L8pIˆh;H
1pKqq, Bτ ψˆ P L
8pIˆh;L
2pKqq.
Now we haveˆ
ψˆpτq
Bτ ψˆpτq
˙
“eipτ´τ´qA
ˆ
ψˆpτ´q
Bτ ψˆpτ´q
˙
`
ż τ
τ´
eipτ´σqA
ˆ
0
ψˆpσq ´ 1
6
Rγψˆpσq ` 2AˆpσqBσψˆpσq ´ κ | ψˆpσq |
2 ψˆpσqe´2
şσ
0
Aˆpsqds
˙
dσ
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We deduce from (V.26) that the following limits exist
lim
τÑ0´
˜
Ωˆpτquˆpτq
Bτ
”
Ωˆuˆ
ı
pτq ` Aˆpτquˆpτq
¸
“ lim
τÑ0´
ˆ
ψˆpτq
Bτ ψˆpτq
˙
“ e´iτ´A
ˆ
ψˆpτ´q
Bτ ψˆpτ´q
˙
`
ż 0
τ´
e´iσA
ˆ
0
ψˆpσq ´ 1
6
Rγψˆpσq ` 2AˆpσqBσψˆpσq ´ κ | ψˆpσq |
2 ψˆpσqe´2
şσ
0
Aˆpsqds
˙
dσ.
(V.27)
Now we define ψˆ0 :“ limτÑ0´ ψˆpτq, ψˆ1 :“ limτÑ0´ Bτ ψˆpτq, and we look for ψˇ P C
0
´
Iˇh;H
1pKq
¯
X
C1
´
Iˇh;L
2pKq
¯
solution of
`
B2τ ´∆K ` 1
˘
ψˇ “
ˆ
1` 2AˇBτ ´
1
6
Rγ
˙
ψˇ ´ κ | ψˇ |2 ψˇe´2
şτ
0
Aˇpσqdσ in Iˇh ˆK,
satisfying
lim
τÑ0`
ψˇpτq “ ψˆ0, lim
τÑ0`
Bτ ψˇpτq “ ψˆ1.
It is sufficient to establish that the Cauchy problem is well posed in C0
`
p´h, hq;H1pKq
˘
XC1
`
p´h, hq;L2pKq
˘
for equation (V.24) with an initial data pψ˜0, ψ˜1q given at any given time τ0 P r´h, hs. In an equiv-
alent way, we have to solve the integral equation
ˆ
ψ˜pτq
χ˜pτq
˙
“ G
ˆ
ψ˜
χ˜
˙
pτq
:“ eipτ´τ0qA
ˆ
ψ˜0
ψ˜1
˙
`
ż τ
τ0
eipτ´σqA
ˆ
0
ψ˜pσq ´ 1
6
Rγψ˜pσq ` 2A˜pσqχ˜pσq ´ κ | ψ˜pσq |
2 ψ˜pσqe´2
şσ
0
A˜psqds
˙
dσ.
(V.28)
We define
ρ :“ }pψ˜0, ψ˜1q}H1ˆL2 , M :“ max
ˆ
1`
1
6
}Rγ}L8 , κ exp
`
2}A˜}L1p´h,hq
˘˙
,
then using (V.10) and the notations (V.11) and (V.12), we get for any pψ˜, χ˜q P Bρ
sup
τPJǫ
››››G
ˆ
ψ˜
χ˜
˙
pτq
››››
H1ˆL2
ď ρ
„
1` 2Mp1 ` 4K3ρ2qǫ` 4
ż
Jǫ
| A˜pτq | dτ

,
hence G is a map from Bρ into Bρ if ǫ ą 0 is small enough to that
2Mp1` 4K3ρ2qǫ` 4
ż
Jǫ
| A˜pτq | dτ ď 1.
Moreover, given pψ˜, χ˜q, pψ˜˚, χ˜˚q P Bρ, we have
sup
τPJǫ
››››G
ˆ
ψ˜
χ˜
˙
pτq ´ G
ˆ
ψ˜˚
χ˜˚
˙
pτq
››››
H1ˆL2
ď ǫMp1` 12K3ρ2q sup
τPJǫ
}ψ˜pτq ´ ψ˜˚pτq}H1
` 2
ˆż
Jǫ
| A˜pτq | dt
˙
sup
τPJǫ
}χ˜pτq ´ χ˜˚pτq}L2 .
We conclude that if
2Mp1` 6K3ρ2qǫ` 4
ż
Jǫ
| A˜pτq | dτ ă 1,
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then G is a strict contraction on Bρ and its fixed point satisfies χ˜ “ Bτ ψ˜ and ψ˜ P C
0
`
Jǫ;H
1pKq
˘
X
C1
`
Jǫ;L
2pKq
˘
is solution of (V.24). Therefore the Cauchy problem for (V.24) is locally well posed.
To obtain the global existence it is sufficient to prove that there exists C ą 0 such that
(V.29)
}ψ˜pτq}2H1 ` }Bτ ψ˜pτq}
2
L2 ď C
“
}ψ˜pτ0q}
2
H1 ` }ψ˜pτ0q}
4
H1 ` }Bτ ψ˜pτ0q}
2
L2
‰
exp
ˆˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ
τ0
p1` | A˜pσq |qdσ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
˙
This energy estimate is easily obtained by repeating the proof of (V.25). Now we can define uˇpτq
for τ P r0, hs by the formula
uˇpτq “ Ωˇ´1pτqe´
şτ
0
Aˇpsqdsψ˜pτq.
Finally we extend uˇpτq for τ P rh, τ`s by solving, with Proposition V.1, the Cauchy problem for
(V.1) with initial data given at τ0 “ h.
We now show that given τ1, τ2 P r´h, hs, the bijection pψ˜pτ1q, Bτ ψ˜pτ1qq ÞÑ pψ˜pτ2q, Bτ ψ˜pτ2qq is
Lipschitz. We deduce from (V.28) that given two solutions ψ˜ and ψ˜˚, we have››››
ˆ
ψ˜
Bτ ψ˜
˙
pτ2q ´
ˆ
ψ˜˚
Bτ ψ˜˚
˙
pτ2q
››››
H1ˆL2
ď
››››
ˆ
ψ˜
Bτ ψ˜
˙
pτ1q ´
ˆ
ψ˜˚
Bτ ψ˜˚
˙
pτ1q
››››
H1ˆL2
` 2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ2
τ1
M
`
1` }ψ˜pτq}2H1 ` }ψ˜˚pτq}
2
H1
˘
}ψ˜pτq ´ ψ˜˚pτq}H1dτ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
` 2
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż τ2
τ1
| A˜pτq | }Bτ ψ˜pτq ´ Bτ ψ˜˚pτq}L2dτ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ .
We apply the Gronwall lemma and (V.29) to conclude there exists a continuous function K inde-
pendent of ψ˜ and ψ˜˚, such that for any τj P r´h, hs we have››››
ˆ
ψ˜
Bτ ψ˜
˙
pτ2q ´
ˆ
ψ˜˚
Bτ ψ˜˚
˙
pτ2q
››››
H1ˆL2
ďK
˜››››
ˆ
ψ˜
Bτ ψ˜
˙
pτ1q
››››
H1ˆL2
,
››››
ˆ
ψ˜˚
Bτ ψ˜˚
˙
pτ1q
››››
H1ˆL2
¸
ˆ
››››
ˆ
ψ˜
Bτ ψ˜
˙
pτ1q ´
ˆ
ψ˜˚
Bτ ψ˜˚
˙
pτ1q
››››
H1ˆL2
Finally we can see that S is a bi-Lipschitz bijection as a composition of bi-Lipschitz bijections:
puˆpτ´q, Bτ uˆpτ´qq ÞÑ puˆp´hq, Bτ uˆp´hqq ÞÑ
`
ψ˜p´hq, Bτ ψ˜p´hq
˘
ÞÑ
`
ψ˜phq, Bτ ψ˜phq
˘
ÞÑ puˇphq, Bτ uˇphqq ÞÑ
puˇpτ`q, Bτ uˇpτ`qq .
Q.E.D.
The non-linearity f¯ “ ´κ | u¯ |2 u¯ is classic in Quantum Field Theory but in General Rela-
tivity, the non-linearities of the wave equations depend on derivatives of the unknown. If f¯ “
Qpx, u¯,∇u¯,∇2u¯q, the Liouville transform leads to (I.10) with a strongly singular non-linearity due
to the derivatives of Ω¯ since f¯ “ Q1px, Ω¯,∇Ω¯,∇
2Ω¯, ϕ,∇ϕ¯,∇2ϕ¯q. We known that in similar situ-
ations, the Fuchsian analysis is a powerful tool used in General Relativity (see e.g. [4], [5], [12],
[28]), hence we could expect that for some non-linearities f¯ involving derivatives of the field, (I.10)
has a “Fuchsian structure” and these methods could be applied.
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